INDUSTRY FIRST, AUDIO ENABLED AUTO-RETAIL KIOSK
3D DIRECTED AUDIO IN AI POWERED VICKI • VIATOUCH
MyBeam technology to create a unique, interactive auto-retail kiosk experience.
With anticipated commercial delivery in early 2018, Vicki is a personal engagement high-tech auto-retail kiosk, enabled by artificial
intelligence (AI). The platform incorporates some of the tech industry’s most advanced technologies including a patented shelf
load sensor system, iris scanning authentication capabilities and Comhear’s directed MyBeam personal audio communications.

3D AUDIO FOR FULL IMMERSION

The ability to offer true 3D audio from a single sound bar, makes the
Comhear’s technology the perfect solution for enhanced simulators
without large audio installations.

CHANGING THE WAY THE WORLD
EXPERIENCES SOUND
DIRECTED AUDIO VIATOUCH

DIRECTED AUDIO

Comhear’s directed audio transforms the listening experience, creating
new use cases for businesses to engage their customers and provide
interactive purchasing experiences.

MYBEAM TM WITH AI
“With Vicki, ViaTouch is revolutionizing the way retail and service organizations deliver products to their customers,” said
Tom Murn, CEO of ViaTouch Media. “To accomplish our vision,
we looked for strategic partners who not only have superior
technologies, but also share our culture of commitment and excellence in bringing our vision to reality. Comhear was with my
team step by step, delivering the voice and specialized audio
for our product with the most incredible sound technology we
have heard. Their ability to create 3D sound and directed audio
is truly groundbreaking.”

CUSTOM SOLUTION
From the beginning, it was clear that ViaTouch was looking for
a unique, interactive experience for its kiosk customers and users. Working closely with ViaTouch’s design team, our engineers
were able to provide the MyBeam TM audio solution ViaTouch required in a custom form factor implementation to fit the Vicki
platform.
Using our patented beamforming technology, the custom array
in Vicki is able to create a unique experience for customers.
Along with full immersion, our directed audio allows for private
transactions by using masking audio for those outside the center beam.
This creates a bubble of privacy for customers using Vicki while
simultaneously offering the ability to advertise to potential customers within auditory range. All with crisp, exceptional audio
quality.

